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ASUM Referendum To Corne To UMR
By ED LATIMER
As you may have heard already, there will be a
Student Council referendum taken March 6 and 7, and
one of the primary reasons for taking the referendum
concerns ASUM, the Associated Students of the
University of Missouri. ASUM Is a student lobbying
group that works at the campus, state, and federal
level to voice student opinion to both the Board of
Curators and the government.
ASUM was founded not too many years ago at the
University of Missouri-Columbia. Original plans for
the association had Included all four campuses in the
University of Missouri school system, and now ASUM
hopes to fulfill its objective and extend its association
to the other three campuses- St. Louis, Kansas City,
and Rolla.
ASUM is completely run and staffed by students. It
is a full-time job for the people who run it, as they
usually drop way down in hours so that they may
devote most of their time to the lobbying interest.
Representation from the other campuses would be as
follows: 1 representative for each 10 percent of the

student population. Rolla, with barely over 10 percent
of the populus in the UM system, would recieve two
delegates. These delegates are called the Board of
Directors, and herein lies the real body of power for
the organization. The students of each campus are
responsible for electing people to the Board of
Directors. This Board works in conjunction with the
regular full-time staff consisting of executive,
legislative and communication directors. A delegate
position In itself is not a full-time position. The staff
does the actual lobbying, working with any
volunteers or interns that are Interested in the work.
The threefold purpose of ASU, is to research
legislative issues of the student interest, actively
advocate students' views in testimony before
government committees and in direct contact with
lawmakers, and to provide lawmakers, the
University administration and other student groups
with information on student concerns.
Now that the organization has founded itself with a
firm footing, they seek to represent the whole UM
system student body. The cost incurred would be $1

per student per semester, and the funds would be
used for lobbying expenses and the salaries of the
full-time staff.
Do not take this lightly: ASUM is a professional
organization with people in that know what they're
doing. They attend annual lobbying conferences In
Washington, D.C. to learn about financial aid
programs and aid to Institutions of higher education,
student legal rights, etc. On the state level they
actively lobby student Interests in Jefferson City.
Some of their major successes include: obtaining an
extra $1 million for the Missouri Grant Program,
they have testified against University budget
Increases that would be passed onto the student, they
have passed a bill In the Missouri lIouse of
Representatives on students' full participation in
University governance, and are rated as one of the
top student lobbying groups across the country
according to CPS (Collegiate Press Service).
Next week in the "Miner" there will be presented
both sides of this issue : a Pro and a Con. Whatever
your pOSition is. Just be sure and voice it in the
Student Council Referendum March 6 and 7.

Now Is The Tlme-

Apply For Financial Aid
UNIVERSITY INFORMATION
SERVICE

Purdy, director of student
financial aids for tbe University
of Missouri system.

University
of
Missouri
students who plan to seek
financial aid for next school
year should apply now.
Tbat's the advice from Allan

Purdy pointed out that for the
present scbool year the
University's four campuses
received 22,000 applications for
student aid, with about 17,000 of

Burton Requests
Meetings

Manager Bob C.mpbell of PizUl Inn meets with TlI.ta
Tau representatives to discuss tonight's "Theta Tau
Pina Night". Theta Tau's from L to R are Brian
Edwards, Pizza Night Chairman, John Eash,
President, and Mark "Suds" Sullentrop, Treasurer.

Pizza For Charity
In an attempt to raise more
money for Rolla charities,
Theta Tau Omega is sponsoring
a new event this semester.
Tonight, Feb. 22, Theta Tau, In
conjunction with Bob Campbell
of Pizza Inn, will hold its first
annual Pizza Night.
The idea behind Pizza Night
is simple. Bob Campbell will
donate $2 to Theta Tau for every
16" pizza purchased and one
dollar for every 13" pizza
purchased. Pizza Night will be
held at Pizza Inn. on Highway

63 and Pine, and will last from 5
p.m. to 12 p.m . There will be a
one-night delivery service by
the Theta Tau pledges.
Organizations can receive
credit for the pizzas purchased
by its members by simply
having the members sign the
name of the organization onto
their ticket. The credit will go to
their ugly man fund for the
Theta Tau Ugly Man contest.
So, help us help Rolla and
enjoy your pizza.

ByllARK G. BOLTEN
With the Delta Sigma Phi
fraternity now placed on social
probation a request has come
from Sara Burton, director of
student personnel, for the
Student Council to sponsor a
series of meetings dealing with
the rules and regulations which
govern the actions of students
atUMR.
At the moment, the Itinerary
for the meetings Is undecided.
Also, the meeting times and the
meeting piace are undecided.
The meetings, however, will
probably be held separately for
members of UMR fraternities,
residents of UMR dormitories
and for students living offcampus. All meetings will be
VOluntary, however.
In the wake of the January 20
injury of Randy Heller, a pledge
of the Delta Sigma Phi
fraternity, the Delta Sigma Phi
fraternity has been placed on
indefinite social probation . In
conjunction with being placed
on social probation the Delta
Sigma Phi fraternity must
make a retreat in order to
reflect on what happened to
Randy Heller and to reevaluate

the mission of fraternities in the
scheme of campus life. This,
however, Is part of Delta Sigma
Phi's disciplinary actions and
such a retreat will not be
required on the part of other
UMR fraternities In conjunction
with the Heller Incident.

those being approved. This Is
about one-third of the 50,000
students snrolled.
He said the number of
applicants for next year Is
expected to Increase 50 percent
to 33,000 students.
"The
reason
for
the
antiCipated Increase In aid
requests next year is due to
expansion by Congress of
various student aid programs to
give some help to middle
Income families," Purdy said.
"Most of the added recipients
will receive modest help, but It
still will be a big boost In
aSSisting
with
Increasing
educational costs."
Purdy noted that aid dollars
available for 1979-80 for
(Cont. on pg. 5)
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Schedule of Events
Thursday
EIT
Enilineerlnil-in-tralnlnil appllcallons are now available In
Room 111 01 the Civil Enilineerlnil Building. Deadline lor
!belr return II Februlry 22, 11m.
BETA CHI SIGMA
A special meellng will be held today, Feb. 22, 1979. THE
MEETING WILL NOT BE HELD IN THE OZARK ROOM .
Inltead, II will be held at Kappa Alpha. General meellng at
8:00. Ollkers meet at 7:15. This Is our last chance to get
things In shape lor MBU, please come. Pledging ceremonies
take place at 8: 00. All new pledges should attend.
EMA
The Engineering Management Association will have a
meeting on Thursday, February 22,7:00 p.m . at Fulton Hall
(Metallurgical Engr. Bldg.) Guest speaker will be Bob
Roberson of Nooter Corporation. Everyone Is welcome!
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING SEMINAR
"Metallurgical and Management Analysis of Granite City
Steel's New Plant Installations" Is the topic of a
metallurgical engineering seminar Thursday, March I, 4
p.m ., Room 227, Fulton Hall. Speaker Is Russ Solomon, vice
president for qualify control (Ret.), Granite City Steel
Division of National Steel Corp., Granite City, III. Collee and
doughnuts will be available at3:45 p.m.
PHYSICS COLLOQUIUM
Dr. H. K. Yasuda, professor of chemical engineering and
senior Investigator-materials research, will lecture
Thursday, March I, 4 p.m., Physics 104. His topic Is
"Formation of Organic Polymers In Low Temperature
Plasma ." CoUee will be available at3:40 p.m .

Friday
CASINO NIGHT
Sub will be sponsoring a casino night from 8 to 12 p.m . In
the Centennial Hall, on March 2.

Saturday

Monday
MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
SEMINAR
P . Scott Gegeaky, '68, dealgn engineer, Advanced Engine
Engineering, Ford Motor Co., will conduct a seminar
Monday, Feb. :IS, 3:30 p.m., Mechanicil Enlllneerlng210. His
topic 18 "Survey of Mlcroproceuor-Based Electronic Engine
Controls." Relreshmenll will be served prior to the seminar.

Tuesday
UMEETING
On Tuesday, February 27,1979 at 4:30 p.m., In room 117 of
the Civil Engineering Building, the members of Chi Epsilon
Fraternity will have their fourth meeting of the semester.
Plans for the upcoming softball game are to be discussed.
Pledges are welcome to aUend.

Wednesday
ITEMEETING
The Institute of Transportation Engineers will hold a
meeting at 7:00 p.m., Wednesday, February 28. The guest
speaker will be Mr. Carl Kalmm of the Missouri State
Highway Department In Jellerson City, Mo. The topic of the
discussion will be Highway Planning. The meeting will be
held In room 114 of the Civil Engineering Building.
Refreshments will be served following the meeting.
Applications for memberships will also be taken . Everyone
Interested is invited to attend.
MATHEMATICS COLLOQUIUM
K. Lin OuYoung, lecturer In mathematics, will speak at a
colloquium Wednesday, Feb. 28, 3:45 p.m., MathematlcsComputer Science 209. His topiC Is "Semlgroups of Operators
and Some Related Problems In Partial Deillerentlal
Equations." Refreshments will be served at3:30p.m.
WESLEY
At 6:00 p.m . on February 28, John King from the Drugs,
Alcohol, and Tobacco Education Organization will speak on
the abuse of these substances, at the Wesley Foundation,
corner of 8th and Main, by the post oHice parking lot.

WILD. CRAZY PARTY
Alpha Epsilon PI Is having another party which promises
to be the best one yet. A wide variety of refreshments will be
served, Including bamburgers and hotdogs. So grab your
arrows and bunny ears and get your happy feet over to No. 4
Fraternlly Drive, Saturday, Feb. 24 at8:00 p.m.

"LAST TANGO" FOR THETA TAU
On Wednesday, March 28, Theta Tau will sponsor their
benefit movie "Last Tango In Paris" starring Marlin
Brando. Show limes are 6:30 and 9:00. Tickets are 75 cents It
advance, $1.25 at the door.

COFFEEHOUSE
Gullarlst-Allen Ross will perlorm on Feb. 24th at 8 p.m . In
Centennial Hall. FREE COFFEE .

AICHE MEETING
The UMR student chapter of the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers will meet on Wednesday, February 28111
7:00 p.m . In room G-6 of the Chem .-Chem. E. building. The
speaker will be a representative from MoBay Chemical
Corporation.

MERIT BADGE UNIVERSITY
Approximately 680 wide-eyed boy scouts will Invade the
UMR campus. This Is a service project of Beta Chi Sigma, a
scoullng service fralernlly . Anyone interested In helping
BXE guide them through UMR can meet at 9:00 Saturday
(Feb. 24) in room 118 ME .

itI~

FOR ST. PATRICK'S DAY

Busch
MILWAUKEE, Wis. - The
Miller Brewing Company today
flied a complaint with the
Federal Trade Commission
asking the FTC to require
Anheuser-Busch, Inc. to stop Its
" calculated campaign designed
to mislead consumers Into
believing that Its beers are
natural products - which they
are not. "
In support of Its request to the
FTC, Miller said In Its brief that
Anhe user-Busch, Inc., of St.
Louis, Missouri , unlike most
other
brewers,
adds
a
processed chemical additive,
tanniC acid, to its beers Budweiser, Michelob, Busch,
and Natural Light. Further, the
brief stated that AnheuserBusch interjects into its beers
highly processed beechwood
slats that are chemically
treated and also that Anheuser-

vs.

Noday
IT'S ASONYI
Yes, Sigma PI Fraternity Is ralliing oU this king of T. V.
This 12" color T.V. features push button tuning and retails for
over $400. You can have your chance on this set for only one
dollar. If Interested, see your friendly neighborhood Sigma
PI brother or call Matt Baebler at 341-2331.
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TKE GASOLINE RAnI'LI!:

Tau Kippi EplOon Frlternlty will be sponlOrlnll a
lIalOline rlrne (rom Feb. It to April lat. Tbe prlzel Ire II
10Uowl:
lit Prize: 50 1I1110ni
2nd Prtze: 30 Giliona
Srd Prtze : 20 GaOonl
Donillon: 50 cenll
All proceeda will be donlted toward local cbarltiea.
Cblnces Ire IVIUlble lrom Iny TEKE and It vlrlous
locationa througbout RoUI. For more Inlormation CIU Joe
Buebler or WIYoe Scbmldt It SM-81 15.
ST. PAT'S NON-FLOAT ENTRIES
Categories Include am all combos, c1owna, short subjects,
etc. First place trophy and polnll towlrd the overall St. Pat's
trophy will be awarded to the best non-noat. Submit entrlea
In writing before March, 11979 to Brian Westrlcb, 364-9885.
KME HELP SESSIONS
Kappa Mu Ep~lIon, the mathematics honor society, Is
offering help sessions for students needing help In Math 2 to
229. The help sessions are held each Monday and Thursday
evening In Room 209M-CS from 6:30 t08:00 p.m.
ST. PAT'S SIXTY-MINER
Coming soon, The lOth annual st. Pat's Sixty-Miner!
Eighty some pages of the funniest sturr you ever saw . Be on
the lookout for It. A GDI publication.

Film

Ser i es

Thursday 7:30

ME Auditorium
This Week:

(jene Hackman,"
•• The Conversation"

PLACEMENT OFFICE BUILDING
Interview March 5-9
Signup Feb. 26-March 2
Permanent Employment Companies
ME,EE,leCE
Fruco Engineers, INC
Teledyne Brown
Bechtel Corporation
Gllbance Building Company
Sverdrup, Parcel and Associates
Tucson Gas Ie Electrical Co.
General Telephone
Industrial Risk Insurers
United States Material Development Ie Readiness Command
Summer Employment
Olin Corporation Jr. Ie Sr. In ME, Met.
Freeman United Coal Mining Company, Jr. In CE, EE, and
Mining
Proctor Ie Gamble Co-Folger Corree Co., KC, Mo. Junior In
ChE, CE, EE, ME, Pet. Eng. Mgt.

Miller

Busch treats the water used In
brewing
with
various
chemicals, such as calcium
sulphate and sulphuric acid.
Along with Its brief to the
FTC, Miller filed a study
prepared by the Federation of
American
Societies
for
Experimental
Biology
of
Bethesda, Maryland, for the
FDA called "Evaluation of the
Health Aspects of Ta nnic Acid
as a Food Ingredient." The
study concludes that :
" There is no evidence In the
available information on tann ic
acid (hydrolyza ble gollota nnins) that demons trates or
suggests reasonable grounds to
suspect a hazal'd to th e public
when it is used at levels that are
now current and in the manner
now practiced. However, it is
not possi ble to determ ine,

without
additional
data, Sections 5 and 12 of the FTC Act
prevent
further
whether a significant increase "to
in
consumption
would dissemination by A-pB of its
false
. and
eceptive
constitute a dietary hazard ."
Apart from the processes of representations that its beers
interjecting treated beechwood are 'natural' products, 'brewed
slats and using tannic acid naturally,' and contain 'all
additive,
Anheuser-Busch natural ingredients. ""
The
processed chemical
cannot truthfully claim that its
beers are " natural," according additive, tannic acid, has
to the brief, because its beers previously been classified by
Food
and
Drug
a re
complex and highly the
processed products. They begin Administration as safe for use
foods
and beverages.
with
certain
basic
raw in
materia ls
which
are However, its classification as
sa
fe
for
use
is
currently under
extensively
processed and
tra nsfo rm ed by a nu mber of review by the F DA, a nd in a
scien
tific
report
prepared for
opera tions and through the use
of additives, so tha t their the FDA in 1977, some question
physica l
and
chemical was raised as to whether a
increase
in
compositions are drastically signifi ca nt
consum ption would constitute a
altered.
Miller asked the FTC to dietary hazard. Miller chooses
institute proceedings under not to use tannic acid

ROLLA, MO.
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The UMR Band gave a concert peJformance Tuesday night In Centennial Hall.

TO ERR is Human:

( Photo by Seck-)

TO FORGIVE is not

Century's Last
Eclipse Monday
SOURCE:OPI
Monday, Feb. 26 Is the date of
the solar eclipse. In the
northern part of the United
States and Canada It will be a
total eclipse, while here In Rolla
the
moon
will
cover
approximately 75 percent of the
sun's surface.
The eclipse will begin at 9:30
a .m. and last until noon.
. Maximum coverage of the sun
will occur at about 10:44 a.m .
This will be the last total eclipse
on this continent In this century.
Student members of the
University of Missouri-Rolla
Astronomy Club will open the
UMR Observatory for this
event. The public Is Invited to
come and take a look between 9:30 a.m. and noon and use the safe telescopic aids
that will be available there.
For those who want to take a
look at the eclipse on their own,
Mark Lee, UMR pbyslc major
and president of the Astronomy
Club, bas some safety tips. He

says, "For those who are not
ustng any telescopic aid, It Is
suggested that they view the
eclipse through a double
thickness of light-struck fully
developed black and white film.
Do not use smoked glass,
photographic filters, color film,
or
sunglasses.
Pinhole
projection Is also an excellent
method for viewing the sun. By
sticking a pin through a piece of
paper and holding a second
sheet of paper behind it, one can
see the sun's image on the
second sheet which acts as a
screen.
"When ustng a telescope," he
continues, "cover the finder
scope, aim at the sun and hold a
piece of paper behind the
telescope - again as a screen.
Do not look through a telescope
or binoculars at the sun! Do not
use a dark glass filter In the
telescope as this can crack from
excessive heat and blind the
viewer.
"Just
remember,"
Lee
concludes, "It Is not safe to look
at the SUD with the naked eye!"
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Libary Policy
Shown here Is the nNt little "check out" device In.
stalled at the Library, Contrary to popular belief, It
does not light up in the presence of a virgin - only
when a culprit tries to make oH with a non-check out
book. The two scanner screens somehow sense labels
put in the backs and set off the alarm. The punishment? I'd hate to think of it with sipns like the one
(Photo by Seck)
above around .

News
Rolla Picked For J979
IK National Convention
BRAUN

By PAUL
On April 3rd through April 6th
of this year, the Intercollegiate
Knights will bold their annual
national convention here In
RoUa, Missouri. Although most
of the actual convention
assemblies wlU be for I.K.
members only, some of the
social events during the
convention will be open to all
UMR students.
of
the
The
activities
convention will start on
Tuesday, April 3rd, at 5:00
p.m., when the first general
assembly will be held. At that
time, Dr. Jjlseph M. Marchello,
Chancellor of the University of
Missouri-Rolla, will address the
assembly and welcome them to
UMR. After the speech, the next
several hours will be filled with
meeting and a dinner opim to
I.K. members only. At 9:00
p.m., a hayride will be held and
all UMR I.K. members are
Invited to come along and help
welcome the Intercollegiate
Knight conventioneers to Rolla.
During Wednesday, April 4th,
all of the day's meeting will be
for Intercollegiate Knights
members only. The day's
agenda include a Public
Relations workshop, motivation
workshop,
and
several
committee meetings. Finally,
at 11:00 p.m . all active I.K.
members are invited to attend a
party held for the convention
delegations.
The schedule for Thursday,
April 5th, consists mainly of

more workshops and meetings
for all I.K. members. But, at
8:00 p.m., all UMR students are
tnvlted to attend the Royal
Queen's
Pageant.
Tbe
contestants In the contest are
the dutchess candidates from
each of the I.K. chapters. At the
present time, the new dutchess
of UMR's Osage Chapter of the
Intercollegiate Knights Is in the
process of being selected. After
the pageant a private party will
be held for I.K. members and
convention delegates.
Friday, April 6th, the final
day of the convention, some of
the activities will be open to
UMR students. After a closed
assembly to elect the new
national
officers
Friday
morning, a picnic will be held in
the afternoon and it Is open to
all I.K . members who want to
attend. At 9:00 p.m., the
Installation of National Officers
will be held and the Royal Ball
will be held afterwards. The
Intercollegiate
Knights
cordially Invited all UMR
students to attend the latter of
these events.
For the students who may not
know,
the
Intercollegiate
Knights Is a national honorary
service fraternity established to
foster college spirit and
traditions. The organization
was established in 1922 at the
University of Washington and
at the present time has a total of
fifteen active chapters, many of
which are located in the
northwestern portion of the
United States.

UMR's Osage Chapter of the
IntercoUeglate. Knights was
formed in 1914. Currently, It Is
the largest chapter of I.K. with
4S active members and 30 pages
(pledges). Because It Is mainly
a service organization, the local
chapter of the intercollegiate
Knights does many things to
Improve the life of all UMR
students. Every summer, the
Osage Cbapter publlsbes the
New Student Record as a
service to the incoming
students. (This year, 1.K. will
publish the book Itself, in order
to try and further decrease the
cost of the book.) Also, the
Intercollegiate Knights run the
concession stands at the Miner
foothaU games In the faIl, and
this semester, they will also be
selling hamburgers at SMIIRT
(the Stag Midwest Invitational
Intercollegiate
Rugby
Tournament), wblch will be
held In Rolla during the Mjlrch
30th-April 1st weekend. Finally,
the Intercollegiate Knights
award a $25 prize at the annual
Science Fair at UMR and
sponsor
CPR
( Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation) courses every
semester for all Interested
stUdents.
Overall, the Osage Chapter of
the Intercollegiate Knights is
very proud to hold the 1979
national convention and hope
all UMR students will join in the
activities and make the
convention a success.
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Jeanne Foster of Foster's Bakery demonstrates cake
decorating techniques at a cake-decorating demonstration sponsored by the Student Union Board.
(Miner Photo by L. Struttman)

Alcohol On Campus
National Problem
Campus DlJest News Servlee
Dealing with alcohol on
campus Is a headache, most
administrators will tell you.
In states where the drinking
age Is 21, enforcement in
dormitories Is relatively easy.
Tbere ts usually an Iron-clad
rule against all alcohol
consumption, 21 or not.
In those states, however,
policing
fraternities
and
sororities Is difficult. Greek
houses usually Include a person
for "parental Influence," a
house mother or father.
Few Greek houses actually
have a University employee
working there full time.
Wblle
dormitories
bave
"resident assistants" to enforce
University rules, few colleges
can afford to hire a "resident
assistant" for Greek Houses.
Greek houses, tIiough private
property, are subject to that
particular colleges rule's and
regulations If the fraternity or
sorority
Is
"officially
recognized. "
Wbile Independent parties on
campus are often "busted" by
police or university pOlice,
Greek houses are seldom

busted. Although under some
university jurisdiction, Greeks
enjoys most of the same
freedoms of an .off-campus
resident.
At most public colleges, 90
percent or more of the students
admit that they drink some
alcobol. At most colleges the
majority of · students are
younger than 21.
'.
Obviously, college students
break the rules. A major
colleges, just smell the foothall
crowd.
In states where the drinking
age Is 18 or 19, colleges often
bave few restrictions on alcohol
uses on campus. Unless the
police come and get you, you
can get away with partying.
College administrators are
disturbed by the fact the
popularity of "Animal House"
may make partying and alcohol
consumption more popular.
College studies bave tied
sexual abuse problems to
drinking problems, and stUdies
have also shown that alcohol Is
becoming Increasingly popular
at parties. Alcoholism is more
of a problem than ever with
college students.

Allen Ross is appearing in concert in Centennial Hall at 8:00p.m. on Saturday. Free coffee
will be served.

We want men and women
with engineering
or other technical degrees
. .. for careers in
steel operations, shipbuilding,
engineering, sales, mining,
and -r esearch.

Our Loop Course recruiters
will be here on March 6,7

Let's talk about it.
STONE & WEBSTER
Will be interviewing for

Electrical Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
For Field Operations
On

b

February 27. 1979
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"I don 't know ; who In the hell did play bass guitar for the Roiling Stones?" This team, one
of many participants In the "College Bowl," ponders this a"ncI many other questions of life.

.

.

( Photo by Seck)

A
summer
learning
experience Is being offered
Sunday through Friday, June
24-29, for engineers and their
families at the University of
Mlssouri-RoUa.
This combination academicrecreation program provides
elements for all members of the
family. Included are: a IS-hour
short course entitled "The
Engineer as an Engineering
Manger" for engineers who
have entered or Intend to enter
managerial positions ; a six- '

(Cont. on pg. 6)
UM students will top $24
million, compared to slightly
more than $19 million for the
current year.
"One of the major problems
in eligible students getting aid
on -time is the limited period in
which applications must be
processed, " Purdy explained.
" An avalanche of applications
rolls into the campus student
financial aid offices within a
few weeks, and so processing
pressure is always great. The
crush will be even greater for
next school year."
Purdy said evaluation of each
aid applicant takes into
consideration family finances
of the student as indicated on
the parents' federal income tax
form for the previous year.
He suggested that parents of
students planning to file for aid
compute their 1978 federal
Income tax as soon as possible.
This will allow the student to
file an application early and
have the processing completed
this spring or early summer.
Students should obtain aid
applications from the student
fianncial aid office on the
UM campus where they will
enroll.
Seniors in high school who
pian to apply can get
application forms from their
high school counselors, Purdy
said.
Purdy noted that financial aid
is available through grants,
loans
and
work-study
programs, or a combination of
the three. The amount of aid a
student may receive is based on
need and available funds.
" The purpose of student aid,"
he said, "Is to provide tlnanclai
help between costs of going to

hour seminar on "Starting Your
Own Business" ; one three-hour
session on " Personal Finance"
designed
to
help
plan
of
personal
management
tlnances ; " Astronomy, " a look
at exciting developments In
modern astronomy ; "Ozark
Folklore," a look at the Ozarks
and its traditions and how they
are being preserved; "Joe
Miner
Sports
Camp,"
instruction and play for
children ages 9-15, In their
choice of sports activities ; a
family tloat trip and picniC on
the Current River; Onondaga

cave and tours and picnic at
Maramec Springs Park; and a
family dinner on the last night.
Families will live in UMR's
Thomas Jefferson Residence
Hall with cafeteria, swimming
pool, game room, physical
fitness room and laundry room .
In addition, facilities are
available for golf, tenniS, biking
and other sportS activities.
The program is offered as an
extension activity of UMR 's
Center for Applied Engineering
Management, the humanities
department and the MSM-UMR
Alumni Association. Instruction '
for the academic sessions is
provided by members of the
UMR faculty .
Fees include lodging Sunday
through Friday (six nights) ,
academic instruction, tours,
picniCS, a reception Sunday
night and the family dinner on
Friday. Other meals are not
included but are available at
reasonable rates in University
cafeterias. Fees are $150. per
person for adults and $45 per
child (ages 9-15 ). There is no
charge for children under nine.
For detailed information on
the program, contact : Norma
F leming, continuing education
coordinator,
University of
Missouri-RoUa, RoUa, Mo. 65401
(telephone : 314-34l-4201 ).

school and the amount of money
the student and family can
provide." •
Details of available aid can be
obtained
through
student
financial aid offices. He noted
that aid is given on an academic
year basiS, so an application for
aid must be flied each year.
Another important reason for
applicants to file early, Purdy
explained, is that funds are
committed to those who have
financial need on a first come,
first served basis. Late
applicants could find that funds
are exbausted In certain
programs. Also, April 30 is the
deadline for the Missouri
Student Grant Program.

Johnny's Smoke Stak
Now Serving Delicious

BAR-B-QUE
CHICKEN
Plus French Fries
Or Baked Potato
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Highway 72 at Rolla St.

carnP,!~ ~~Planning

TI Factll!le -ng
.and Engineer.

SU.mmer Engineering
Management Seminar
SOURCE:OPI
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What You Need
Your degree s hould be in one of the
f ollowing:
Electr,ical Eng ineering
Ch e mical Engineering
Mechanical Engin eering
Industrial Enginee ring
Civil Enginee r ing
Arch itectur al Engineering

What We Do
Th e T I F acilities Pl a nning a nd Engi n eering organiz a ti on is a group of
prof ession a ls r esponsi b le f or layout,
pla nning, and de sign in g t h e building
a nd f acilit ies syst e m s nece ssar y f or
m a nufactu r in g a n d t e sting TI produ ct s aro un d t h e world . Curre nt exp a ns ion program s in vo lv ing multin ation a l a ssignments provide ch a lle n gi n g growt h opportunities in a ll
disciplin es.
Faci lities Engineeri ng incl u des design ing of syste m s s u ch as :
Air conditioning and ve n t il ating;
E lect ric power an d ligh t ing;
Process man u facturing equi pm ent
installations;
Special process utility generation and
distribu tion faci lities such as purified
water, exotic gases , high pressure
fl uids.
Fac il itie.s Plann ing includes:
R e sponsibi lity for fa cility appearance
throug h d e ve lopment of b u ild ing layouts and detai l occupancy plans;
Workin g with operating grou ps to
deve lop moving and rearrangement
projects to solve space prob lems due to
company growth, improve materia l
flow and manufacturing operations.

CAMPUS INTERVI EWS
March 1
If un able to interview at t hi s ti me,
send your res u me in confidence to :
Helen Meltzer/P. O. Box 225474, M.S.
217/Dall as, TX 75265.

TE XAS I NS TR U MENTS
I NC ORP O R A TED

, -~

A n equal opport un ity employer M / F

364·4838
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Oh, Those "Poor"
Iranian Students
CPSReJeue

Colleges Hurt By
Carter's Guidelines
cl.mpaa DIpIt Nen Servtce
Wben . President Jimmy
Carter first announced bls
seven
percent . wage-price
guldllnes, many public colleges
and universities across the
country thought they could live
with It.
In fact, many colleges and
universities felt they could beat
the Inflation-fighting guldllnes
on three counts.
First, most · of the nonacademic staff at colleges and
universities are poorly paid.
Under Carter's guidelines,
persons earning under $3.SO an
bour are able to gain more than
a seven percent Increase.
And, as labor studies bave
sbown,
bigber
education
institutions generally pay less
than the private business
sector.
Secondly, the good college
faculty market is extremely
competitive. Many universities
felt they were excepted from
the salary Increase guidelines
under Carter's special clause
for highly competitive areas.
Tblrdly, the colleges and
universities claimed to be In an
area unusually impacted by
Inflation. Many colleges felt
faculty-staff salary increases
were justified because of that.
In reality, Carter is less
sympatbetic to tbe academic
sector than originally thought.
Colleges and universities, most
of whicb bave already formed
their 1979-80 budgets, bave been
scrambling
to
make
adjustments.
For those institutions hoping
to improve ' their standing in
faculty salaries in order to
attract better faculty , the wage
guidelines are particularly
damaging.
In tbose cases, faculty will
actually lose spending power irl
the 'market ratber than
Improve, wblcb Is wbat the
improvement-seeking colleges
want.
How can Carter enforce the
guidelines? Well, he really
can't. But since public colleges
and universities beg for tbe bulk
of their money from state
legislatures, the purse strings
will get tlgbt.
Because of the Proposition 13
scare, in most states legislators
can't walt for a good excuse to
limit
higher
education
spending, or any other spending
for that matter.

It Is unlikely that many state
legislatures will be willing to
disb out state funds for salary
Increases above and beyond
Carter's limits.
Wbat
alternatives
do
Instltoltlons bave? Tbey can
reallocate money from their
internal budget away from
certain programs and put in
Into a faculty improvement
fund. But since research,

capital improvement, physical
plant
malntenence
and
program improvement funds
are stretcbed at most every
institutions, reallocations are
generallv verv unpopular.
Clearly, the naves come out
better than the bave-nots in a
period of financial stringency. '
It is not a good time to be
playing catCh-Up.

"I'm glad it's over. Now
maybe the banks will open so I
can get some money to pay my
rent."
With the toppling of Premier
Shahpour
Bakhtlar's
government In Iran, tbls
remark by an Iranian student at
the University of Soutbern
California characterizes the
situation of many Iranian
students. In past months, Iran's
postal service and banks bave
been
largely
Inoperative,
creating problems for Iranian
students dependent on money
from bome. Students at a
number of scbools are running
beblnd on tuition and fee
payment, wblle others are
reporting that they are being
evicted.
At tbe University of Alabama,
the
International
Student
Affairs Office estimates that 95
percent of the Iranians enrolled
were
"short of funds ."
Consequently, UA officials are
offering scbool housing, meals,
and emergency loans to
s.tudeD.ts. Payment will be
deferred "until such time as
they can pay," said office
director Gre2 Leonard.

Meanwhile, many of the
University of Houston's 250some Iranian students have
been "depending on each
other" since mall service was
interrupted. Marion Merriman
of the International Student
Services Qfflce said that some
stUdents who couldn't pay rent
were "sleeping six to elgbt to an
apartment - or wherever they
can." She also noted that "a lot
of students are working
illegally."
sOme students, like Hamid
Mosbaeg at the University. of
California-Berkeley, are trying
to obtain loans. Mosbaeg, who Is
working on a doctorate In math,
said be had not received money
from bls family In three
months.
But wblle the Iranian' Student
Association's main office In
Wasblngton, D.C. reporls that
"very many" of the country's
estimated
SO,OOO
Iranian
studenls bave money problems,
not all of them will receive a
sympathetic ear from their
schools. Some schools, after
experiencing
riots
and
demonstrations on campus by
Iranian students, are cutting
back on Iranian enrollments.

$285

G & 0 STEAK HOUSE

8 OZ.
FILLET STEAK
Baked Potato or Fries, Texas Toast
n
FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER
U
Forum Plaza Shopping Center
ROlla'SjMo.
Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
7 Days
a Week
.
..
tc:::=::X~tc:::::::::::::~~

QUALITY CLEANERS I'
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
108 W. 7th St.
Rolla, Mo. 65401.

_

Lots of companies can give you a job that says e~~
But how many give you a real engineer's respon~lbility:
In the Navy, you get it fast. Our nuclear ?rop~slOn officers start with a year of graduate-level engmeenng, at full
pay. Then on to nuclear-powered submarines, with hands'1m
responsibility immediately. They travel the world, earn
$24,000 after four years, and get top benefits.

If that sounds like your kirid of opportunity, speak to
your Campus Placement Office or send your resume to:

Lt. Jesse Trice, Dept. of Navy
210 W. 12th St., St. Louis, MO 63101
(314) 268-2505

Engineering & Computer Science Majors

rc';~~~~~~~~i~~!~~~;;;»l

BEFORE YOU PICK UP
YOUR DEGREE,
PICK OUR INTERVIEW.

::: Starting 14th Year
j~: Free transportation

Contact your placement office
for interview dates_

1-100 canoes m
Camping i:~

r· ------ --- -------- i

:: HUGHES:'
~,;,;; ';';-;;,;ia-lfIIith .t~

I-

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPlOYER M/F

'-
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'THE MOVE IS ON .TO NATIONA.L'
Whire More than the Price Is Right ...and the Price is

NATIONAL SEll.
ONlYU.' .D.A.
GOV'T GRADED
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CHOICE
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Brian
Har~ey:
An U nusua I Professor
By Carla Danzer
The Humanities Department
at University of Missouri-Rolla,
In addition to graciously
fulfiIIing
those
liberal
requirements of an curriculae,
offers the students ample
opportunity to meet many
interesting persons. Dr. Brian
Harvey is a -very amenable
member of the Psychology
department; he is teaching
Experimental
Design
and
Learning Theory this semester
and he has taught several
introduction courses.

Professor Bri an Harvey
(Photo by L Struttman)

,··
• ..··..·····································t
•
•
i STUDENT UNION
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t...............................................
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This is to kick off a new
column for the Features Section
of the Miner. With this column,
SUB hopes to provide everyone
with an accurate, up-to-date
picture of what's happening,
what has happened, and what
won't happen again.
The magician John Fabjance
will be pulling hats out of
rabbits in Centennial Hall at 8
p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 21.
Professional mime Dan Kamin
played to a full house last"
Wednesday, the 14th.
The
General
Lectures
committee will be presenting
the Dirt Band on Saturday,
March 17, at 8 p.m., and tickets
will be on sale for three and five
dollars.
The Hospitality comm ittee
two workshops,
presented
Income Tax Preparation and
Cake Decoration on ,the 8th and
15th of this month, respectively.
Three float trips and one fishing
tourney have been planned for
this semester by the Outdoor
Recreation committee. Three
new
tournaments,
Backgammon,
Racquetball,
and Spades, are scheduled by
the Recreation committee, and
this Sunday, Feb. 25, "The
Great Waldo Pepper" will be
shown in Centennial Hall at 4
and6 :30p.m.

Ii

The Social committee Is
sponsoring a coffeehouse with
Allen Ross this Saturday night,
Feb. 24. Listen to KMNR for
details.
On Jan. 30 and 31, SUB held
its ' first annual College Bowl
Contest. This contest included
answering subject problems
and also answering trivia
questions. We started with
fourteen teams of four each,
arid four rounds of single
elimination ended with PiKA
and AEPi. The playoff was held
on Feb. 7 amid a crowd of
spectators, and by a close score

downstown

of 280 to 260, AEPi won. We hope
to make College Bowl an annual
event and send our winner to
the regional College Bowl.
Special Events is also
working on Casino Nlte, which
will be held March 2 at 8 p.m. in
Centennial. This is free to all
students and always a good
time. As usual, there will be an
auction to give away free gifts
that the merchants of Rolla
have donated. If you would like
to be a dealer in Casino Nite,
please call , Sue Leach at 3644788.
Thanks for reading.

by Tim Downs

Born in Virdein, a small
Canadian town in the westerncentral province of Manitova,
Brian Harvey aspired to be a
musician. He still plays· tenor
and baritone saxaphone, but his
professional,
more
predominant interest lies with
the study of memory and, of
course, psychology.
Dr. Harvey's first degree Is In
English. Luckily, he met some
inspirational teachers, and he
became
interested
in
psychology. After earning his
Master's degree in psychology,
Harvey became restless and
began to travel. He taught high
school in mid- and northern
Canada, and in London,
England. He worked as a
in
clinical
psychologist
Australia, distributing I.Q. tests
and practicing therapy with
students in primary and high
schools, and with hospital
patients.
Brian
Harvey,
sufficiently
smitten
with
"travel lust," decided that he
had to continue his education ;
consequently, he returned to
America and earned his Ph.D.
in Psychology at Ohio State
University.
Harvey has traveled almost
all over the world. His favorite
place is East Africa-Tanzania,
in particular where he enjoys
roaming in the jungle and living
off the land. Several summers
ago, Dr. Harvey returned to
Africa to study monkeys; his
research was funded by UMR.

Reading Is Dr. Harvey's main
Interest. He and his wife, Carol
Mimi, go through phases during
in
which
they
read,
chronological order, everything
a certain author has written.
They reflect upon the author
and
discuss
thoroughly
everything expressed in the
writings. Thomas Hardy is
Harvey's favorite author. Also,
he enjoys good spy novels.
Since 1962, Dr. Harvey has
been interested in hypnotism.
"Hypnotism is a real thing .- I
exactly what it is, people are
unsure," said Harvey. Ernest
Hilgard,
a
well-known
psychologist and professor at
Stanford University, is one of
Harvey's idols. Dr. Hilgard,
with
several ·
other
psychologists,
has
been
studying the practical uses of
hypnotism . It is an excellent
anesthesia for those persons in
need of an operation but who
are unable to take certain
sedatives or anesthetics. The
person being hypnotized, stated
Dr. Harvey, must be willing to
relinquish self-control and must
trust
the
hypnotist
unquestionably.
Currently, Dr. Harvey is
advisor to the Association of
Black Students. He feels that
the minorities add alot to this
campus (RIGHT ON!), and he
is a foreigner, so he can identify
with
them . Dr.
Harvey
supremely enjoys the students
on this campus, whom he
referred to as "top quality,"
and gains a large part of his job
satisfaction through interaction
with the people that make this
university what it is - the
students.
Dr. Harvey is a "health nut,"
and his entire family eats little
meat and strictly avoids
synthesized foods or foods with
additives. Harvey and his wife
like to run twenty-five to thirty
miles per week, and their fouryear-old, Heather, is also an
avid runner. They have a baby
son, thirteen-months-old, whose
name is Niall.

(continued on pg. 9)
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2112: AnOX Oddity
Tbls Is one of the many
possible futures for
the
University (U), and the fate of
Auxlliary Enterprises (OX).
By DAVID STRAHORN
MBer 42797 rose unsteadily
upon splindly elbows to view the
L.E .D.
calendar
display
flashing viciously across the
few meters of space separating
him from it. The screaming
flow of irrational verbage
stopped when he left the bed
and punched in - the time
noted was 5Aug3H2.
The bed was warm and
tempting: He wished he could
return to it. The party function
last night had ended much later
than expected - especially with
production so far behind. In any
case, he had to show up for class
this morning - it was tradition.
Besides, he thought, the party
has been good to me. His eyes
spanned the immenseness of
the cubical which surrounded
him, 8 x 8 with a ceiling 7 units
tall! He was privileged, an
appointed member of the ber
council and a G-ber both. What
he had been unable to possess
by hard work - hard cash had
provided. Most bers were
required to live in party
barracks of thirty or more, bed
after bed, stacked four-high to
the ceiling.
Stumbling down the hallway,
the
Mber 42797 entered
communal shower facilities
emblazoned with a bold black M
symbol. Everything sparkled,
and well it should, 42797 had
worked long hours on his hands
and knees with the other bers

keeping it that way. He
admonished himself, it was
selfish to complain. Hadn't the
party always supplied the
necessary supervision and
materials? The supervisor was
harsh and made sure they
didn't substitute cleanSing fluid
for elbow grease, since the
party considered manual labor
a morality builder in a society
of self-cleaning units. Entering
the shower unit he dutifully
deposited his 50 cents for the
first
ten
minutes.
After
adjusting the strength and
temperature of the water he
reached for the soap. Pausing
for a second as if in reverence,
he held the bar up and mouthed
the word inscribed on its
surface - "OX".
Sliding into his crisp onepiece uniform, thoughtfully
provided by OX, he felt a surge
of pride in belonging to an
org~nization which possessed
so much strength. Distastefully
he thought of the Ewe classes he
must attend and chuckled
inwardly at the obviously
detrimental slang term used by
bers in referring to the U. There

The cafeteria was a true mir·
acle: one was not expected to
pay for the first serving, it was
generously included in your
four-year housing contract!
Subsequent servings could be
purchased for a small fee from
vending
machines
which
covered the walls. Surveying
his surroundings 42797 spied the
object of his desires - Fber
41539. The sleek even curves of
her uniform aroused his senses,
his head swam when he thought
of the cool, crisp feel of her
material under his fingers . She
nodded
toward
him
acknowledging his glance then
42797 hurriedly proceeded to his
assigned seat; here he ate and
exchanged ' small pieces of
party information with other
mbers. Fifteen minutes later an
even tone punctured the chaotic
chatter of the room, 42797 was
the party chairman for this
breakfast block and he rose to
lead the others in OX's sacred
party slogans. His mouth grew
dry and his heart pounded as he

uttered the wordS he so truly
believed in " Don't understand it
- just accept it." The droning monotone of four-hundred
was an ugly rumour that OX voices answered his own and as
had once been a servant of U they ended, tears welling in his
but it's credibility was doubtful eyes, struggling to keep control
as the eighteen-and-a-half years he choked out the powerful
of records preceding the' phrase ~'Too bad - it's our
creation of OX were missing. policy." The words nearly
42797 walked the seven flights of strangled in his throat by barely
stairs up to groundlevel controlled sobbing. As the roar
knowing that an OX high energy of the response ended the tone
bar and glass of water awaited again sounded and they all
him. These were ber rations proceeded neatly in single file ~
and it was mandatory for all to from the building.
attend three times daily.

The experience of seeing a man in a white coat is, at
first, very amusing. Your initial impression is that he is
merely another civil servant; large, burly, hired by the
community to perform one of the more unpleasant tasks.
On further examination, the presence of his net is
disclosed. It is large, more so than that of the common dog
catcher. As you become aware of his actual profession,
images of him taking away the demented and the
dangerous enter you rmind.
But before long, it will appear that the man is eyeing
you. A feeling of wanting to get away climbs slowly up
your spine as you find his probing eyes in a nearby mirror.
You become' aware that the people around you have coats
very close to white in color; their eyes shadow your path
as you move towards the door, which you find locked. A
glance over your shoulder reveals the man fingering his
net, a shriveled but eager grin on his face and a strange
light in his eyes, pointing at you. Again you try the door,
but in vain ; out of the corner of your eye you see him
approaching. You whirl to meet your adversary, but the
sight of his gorilla-like countenance drives away all hope
of reasoning with him. You start to lift your arm to ward
off his looming net, when his deep, rough voice issues from
his twisted mouth, "Guess O'Riely fer-got and locked it
ag'in ."

By CLAUDE CRAIN
As printed In the St. Pat's Sixty-Miner, Vol. 3 (1972)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~OO~

( Cont. from pg. 8)

It was nearly one and a half
miles from the dorm to U but
cars had been outlawwed by OX
years before. Instead a new
vend-a-tunnel system had been
installed which was meant to

more than pay for itself through
tolls. Once again the fee was
minimal 25 cents on and 25
cents off. MBer 42797 spotted
FBer 41539 and slowed to allow
her time to catch up . Their
destinations were different but
now 42797 made the Ultimate
party gesture of love ; he paid
for her morning passage
through the tunnel. FBer 41539
blushed
momentarily,
something seldom seen of an
OX party member. She realized
there was no honor higher than
money.

Sigmund Freud, Mohammed
Ali, Neil Young, and Graham
Greene are deeply admired by
Dr. Harvey. His friends are
few , but those he has are
devoted to him, and he to them.
Somewhat of a recluse, the
Harvey family learn from and
totally enjoy each other. They
could probably be socially
autonomous. In this insulated
environment,
Dr.
Harvey
strives to continue learning.
" Acquired knowledge is the
purest of all pursuits, " said
Sigmund Freud. To acquire
knowledge is, indeed, a deeply
gratifying and noble, unceasing
strife.
Currently, Dr. Harvey plans
to take a leave of absence from
this university; he and his
family
will
relocate
at
Vancouver Island,
British
Columbia, where Dr. Harvey
will be teaching at the
University of Victoria. Good
luck with your new, temporary
position,
and
enjoy. your
vacation from Rolla!

Show Your UMR 1.0. Card And Get

25 % OFF

Foliage & Hanging Plants
Expires 2-28-79

1107 Pine Rolla. MO 364-3161

HEWLETT·PACKARD INTRODUCES
A NEW GENERATION
FOR SCIENCE/ENGINEERING.
THE NEW SERIES E.
Hewlett-Packard
just established
a new standard of
excellence at a n
affordable price.
Introducing Series E.
Easier to read.
Series E features a
new larger LED
display. And commas
are inserted between
thousands for
improved readability.
Checks you.
Chec ks itself. Built·in
diagnost ic systems te li you: whe n
you've performed an incorrec t
operation. why it was incorrect.
and if the calcu lator is n't
working properly.
Accuracy. We engineered a new
level of accuracy into Series E so you can trust you r answers are
correct and complete.
Hewlett- Packard "extras" a re
sta nd a rd. Low battery warning
light ; rechargeable batteries :
positive click keys : impact resistant
case.
The HP·3IE - Scient ific. S60 ~
Our new standard scientific. Trigo-

nometric. ex ponential and math
functions. Metric conversions. Fixed/
scie ntific di s play modes wi th full
10 digit mantissa. 4 user memories.
The Hp·32E- Adva nced
Scientifi c w ith Statis ti cs. S80 ~
Everything the Hp·3 IE is-and
more. More math and metrics. IS
use r memories. Hyperbolics. s talistics, and ENG/ SCI/FIX d isplay
modes. Decimal degree conversions.
The HP·33E-Programmable
Scientific. S100~ 49 lines of fully ·
merged keycod es. Editing keys,
control keys and full range of conditional keys. 8 user memories.

H EWL ETI· PACKARD
IS WITHOUT EQUAL
In logic sys tems.
Series E calculators
use RPN logic exclu·
sively. It 's the
system that displays
intermediate results
for instant feedback;
the system that lets
yo u solve lengthy
problems with ease
and consistency.
In docu menta tion .
A complete modular
documentation sys tem was designed
for Series E: In trod uctory Booklets ; Owners' Manuals; Applications
Books for math. s tat, real estate
leasing. investments and more.
In qualit y. Hewlett·Packard
quality, dependability and reliability
are engineered into every Series
E calculator.
EXCELLENCE AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE.
Don't miss these exciting new
Hewlett-Packard calculators. Come
in and see the HP·3IE and 33E
for yourself today. the HP·3IE will
be available in July.
·~:,!,~~e!~~~~~C:n~~f'u~nl.~~!~:~~ '~.~~:~d

CAMPUS BOOK STORE
Rolla, Missouri
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Electrica I Gadgets Boom

III

The Computer Era

Classified

Adslll

]

•

HAPPY BIRTHDAY to the Little Red Haired Girl at 224 TJ.
From Charlie Brown .

The large screen television,
once a mainstay of futuristic
fiction, became a reality a few
years ago with the expensive
but unique system developed by
stereo manufacturer Advent.
Most of the early models ended
up in bars and the homes of the
rich.
But now the large screen
televisions, like the calculator
and digital watch, are enjoying
widespread popularity and
there are several companies
getting into the action. But the
price is anything but a
giveaway.
Also extremely a popular are
the video-recording systems,
which are becoming · more
sophisticated.
Electronics
firms are marketing recorders
which can be programmed
ahead of time to record certain
shows.
Although many companies
are producing the video
recorders, they are largely
ueing produced by Japanese
firms which are raising prices
on the recorders because of the
unfavorable decline of the
dollar com pared to the yen on
the
international
money
market.
Several companies are also
to
be
marketing
going
recording
systems
with
lightweight television cameras.

cam~UB D¥eat News Service

It Oesn seem tbat long ago
that college students had to
make
very
uncomfortable
economic sacrifices in order to
buy
that
much-needed
calculator.
But that was before the flood,
so to speak. Once . several
electronic firms discovered the
secrets of producing the
calculators cheaply, it seemed
every company in existence put
a cheap calculator on the
crowded market.
Now
department
stores
practically give them away, a
fate which the once-hot digital
watches are also suffering.
Electronic companies, in
order to make calculators
interesting to the saturated
market, have made Incredibly
small calculators.
And now they're making
calculators that are .combined
with alarm clocks, radios, tape
players - making electronic
equivalents to the all-purpose
Swiss hunting knive or the mailorder l()-in-one fishing tools.
For
example,
Casio
Computer Co. has introduced a
combination Cigarette lighter,
alarm clock, calendar - in one
unit that retails for less than
$100.
Other electronic items to be
marketed this year are still
high-priced and hot on the
market. The televison video
game, once simple hockey and
tennis games controlled by
knobs, have become more
sophisticated
to
include
challenging, pre-programmed

of
the
The
popularity
recording system, including the
availability of pre-recorded
cassettes of movies (clean and
pornographic) and sporting
events, is at least partly
attributable to the general

gam~ .

DIEHL
MONTGOMERY
FORD SALES

publiC'S interest in controlling
television viewing - instead of
letting the networks do it.
And the networks, plagued by
a streak of new season show
flops, cable television (with
Home Box Office and other
groups prov-iding recent, uncut
movies) and the upsurge in
television recording devices, is
suffering though its first serious
decline in network televison
interest. '
Another fad this year seems
to be what industry people call
"mini-combos." They are small
units which have television
screens under a half-foot, AMFM radios, audio cassette
recorders and alarm clocks
(digital, of course). Prices on
these new itms range from $200$400.
For
audio
buffs,
computerized steros and a new
(and expensive) metal-particle
tape and special tape players
will be marketed as well.
The new metal particle tape
allows recording with vastly
improved quality and much less
distortion. The computerized
stereo components will create
less distortion than conventional components. The units will
use
computer-produced
disks in place of normal records
and the components will be
programmed to use the disks.
Several
companies
are
seriously involved in producing
these
space-aged
audio
components.

INTERESTED in an apartment or house to rent or sub-lease for
the Fall '79 semester only. If any possibilities call Rocky Andes
364-9818.
'
Attention! Does your organization still need a band for St. Pat's?
Magic Dust, out of St. Louis, would love to come down to play and
party. They've played at such infamous places as the Granary and
hAve appeared in Cape and Mizzou . Call Ken at 364-3475 for details.
FOR SALE: HP 29C (with continuous memory) in excellent
condition. Call 364-7176. Ask for AI Diamant.
JOBS IN' ALASKA: Summer jobs. High paying: $800-$2,000 per
month. Parks, Fisheries, and more. How, where to get jobs. Send
$2 to Alasco P.O. Box 2480 Goleta, CA 93018.
NEEDED: People to get down and party at AEPi Saturday,
Feb. 24 at8:00 p.m.
LOST: One gold necklace. If found call 364-4246.
HI MIKE DREW! - from your favorite Phi Kap little sister.

it
wb
stu

THANK YOU to the Girls of Mac. You have provided me with
added psyche and incentive. Larry.

tbi

LOST: Canon F-5 Palmtronic Calculator, black w-black leather
case. Last seen in Physics Bldg.; believed to be in possession of
Physics Dept. in lieu of honesty in performing Physics 26 Labs.
Any information regarding this matter should be forwarded to
Andrew, 341-3123 or 364-9769.

This plan allows the students upon approved credits
and job, to buy a new car with nothing down and
payments of $25.00 per month UNTIL YOU ARE ON THE
JOB . This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has
sold over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating
students this way _ See us for all the details. Also you
can use your own insurance or ours.

FORD·LlNCOLN·MERCURY
This allows the graduating student to have a new car
before he graduates , wnen he really needs it_ "This is
a special discount program for students. We "Nill be
glad to quote you a price on a Ford or lAercury
product. "

I

ln~

J

Chl

oul

" ... And don't forget to finish your homework i!nd get
plenty of sleep. This has been an M.O.M. Videotape
Recording. "

Career

Op~rtunities

Exploring for Energy

We n ee d individuals with degrees in the physical scie nc es - E.E .. M.f~. E.E.T.,
englneenng sC ience. phy sics. geo ph ys ica l engineering - and a spirit of innovation
and adventure.
Bi.rdwell is an import ant division of Seismograph Service Co rporation whose world
Wide bUSinesses Include geophysical exploration, wireline services for oil and gas
we ll s. radIO loca tIOn se rVi ces , and supportive manufac turing .
We need field service e ngi nee r tra ine es \0 help mee t our expansion pl ans .
If yo u have the education : initi at iv e. a nd are wi lling to work and trave l ... yo u can
ex pect the sa me opportu Di tles fo r advancemen t reali zed by many of o ur exec utives.
Our wo rk is not easy. But it is always c hallengin g'

We will be on campus for interviews

February 27, 1979

Try Our Full line Of
Foods:

If you think you're somebody special ... or think you can be ... tell us about
yourse lf. Box 1590 . Tulsa. Okla. 741 02. (918) 627-3330. Equ al opportunity employer.

Burgers
Hot Dogs
Tenderloins
Fries
Chicken Sandwiches
Onion Rings
Mush
And Dairy Queen Treats!

BIRDWELL DIVISION

Reg. U.S. Pat Off..
AM D.O . Corp. (e) Copyright 1979
Am. D.O.

c@:15eismograph 5(?rvice Corporation
A

buj
Wj

~

Contact your placement office for appointment

Open Daily From
10 a.m.-Il p.m.
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Rolla, Missouri

(The Originator Of The
Student Finance Plan In
This Area)
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TALE OF TWO STUDENTS
Joe Miner
By ED LATIMER
As we last left Joe, he had just
gone back to the fA T house and
had an exciting evening falling
asleep. But now it was Friday
night and Joe was ready to go
out and party. Fresh from his
sleep of the night before, Joe
walked around the house
eagerly looking for something
to do. He walked downstairs
and found his answer ...
Indian!
Joe had heard people play.ing
it down at the bar many times
while he was confined to his
study quarters as a pledge. But
this was the weekend and he
wasn't "chained'" to his desk.
The purpose and object of the
game had always puzzled him,
but he decided that maybe it
was time for him to find out.
As Joe rounded the corner
and walked into the bar area,
everybody looked up at him and
kind of smiled. "Hey, how about
a little rookie in the game for
grins?" The idea was agreed
upon unanimously.
,
"Hey, Joe, how about a little
Indian?" .
Joe eagerly jumped into a
chair at the table and blurted
out, "Sure!"
"Well, the first thing you have
to do is get a beer. Now then,
everybody's got a sign, and
when you're sign's given, you
have to give your sign and then
somebody elses. Get it?"
"Got it."
"Good. OK . Let's have sign
recognition. "

Joe watched as everybody
around the table gave their
sign. Quickly he tried to commit
them all to memory .. .Snake in
the grass, Amateur Hour, Chief
Damn, Piles of Shit, Brass
Balls, Prairie, Flying Rectum,
Straight as an Arrow ... "Say,
how am I going to remember all
of these? Oh, well, I'll catch on
- I guess."
"Alright, Joe, what will your
sign be?"
"Geez, I don't know, why
don't you guys pick one for
me?"
"Alright, you're Big Mama.
Ready? Let's go! What's the
name of the game?"
"INDIAN!"
"LOUDER!"
"INDIAN!!!"
"How are we playing?"
"Dirty!"
Suddenly there was a flash of
hands, people jumping up and
down, screaming, and then all
of
a
sudden
silence.
Everybody"s elbow was pointed
in Joe's direction. "Drink, Joe.
Too slow."
"What?"
"Dave gave your sign. Didn't
you see it?"
"He did not! ", said Joe,
pointing a finger at the accused
party.
"Drink
again,
Joe
pointing."
I

Joe took' his two drinks and
laid his glass down. "Better
drink more than that, Joe, third

Bill Miner
time you chug."
"Say, I don 't know if I like
this game," thought Joe to
himself.
"Come on, Joe, start us off."
Joe started them off. Again
there was a flash of hands. The
person next to Joe almost
knocked his chair over.
Somebody had their hands
around Joe, giving a sign. One
person was up on the table,
going crazy. The person across
the table from Joe was in an
epileptic fit. All of a sudden,
silence. Without even saying
anything, Joe quit beating his
hands on the table and reached
for his beer.
"You learn real quick, Joe."
At about 1:00 a.m . Saturday
morning, an EA T active
struggled to get Joe, passed out,
up the steps of the EAT house
and to bed. The active was
having extreme difficulty, but
somehow reached the second
floor. Then, remembering that
Joe's desk was on the third floor
and he had another flight to go,
he gave up . With a mighty
heave, he tossed Joe over the
railing and cried out "PASSED
OUT PLEDGE!"
There Joe lay at the bottom of
the steps, his conscious
thoughts
gone,
but
his
subconscious busy at work on a
nightmare ...
(to be continued next week)

Electrical Engineering Majors

FOLLOW

THAT
...There 's a good chance it leads to MOTOROLA. 50 years ago our
founders followed their dream , and now the progress of our
technology has far exceeded what they may have imagined . For
example, the efforts' of Motorola's Government Electronics Division
(GED) hav~ provided the U.S. space program with technological
wizardry for each manned flight throughout the 60's and 70's. We
are looking for people with ambition and imagination to join us in
our innovative design and development efforts in such high tec h·
nology fields as communications, radar, and missile electronics.
Located Ln the sun·filled Southwest , GED offe rs a comprehensive
Engineering Training Program to help the newly graduated en·
gineer in transition from student status to sophisticated Electronics
Design . If you are an Electrical Engineering Grad, or soon to be,
bring your dreams to Motorola. We'll give you a chance to realize
them.
Contact your Placement Office for sign·up information.

MOTOROLA
GovernlTJent Electronics Division

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

ByEDLATIMER
'As we last left Bill, he and his
dormitory friends had just had
a brief encounter with the
bazarre, i.e. the electricity had
just gone off, catching various
people doing various things at
various times - well, you get

the picture. Anyway, Friday
night rolled around, and Bill
was looking forward to his
Saturday night date with
Amelia. So, he laid back on his
bed and ...
You guessed it - dozed off. ..
(to be continued next week)

4P

s InterviewS
call1Pu.
for Engineers
For TI in Sherman, Texas
What You Need
You need to be innovativ e with initiative. Your degree should be in one of
the following:
Electrical Engineering
Engineering Science
Chemical Engineering
Eng ine ering Physics
Mechanical Engin eering
Industrial Engineering
P lastics Engineering
Material Science
Ch emistry
Physics

What We Do
Texas Instruments in Sherman
designs, develops and manufactures
advanced integrated circuits , memory
components, chemical materials, electronic eq uipm e nt, missile g uidance
systems, air traffic control radars and
indicators, plastic parts and
transformers.

Where We Do It
Sherman, Te xas, offers both the stimulu s of a big city and the comfortable
pace of a small one. In Sherman, home
is five minutes from work. Dall as is
60 minutes from h o m e. Not a suburb,
Sherman is an ind e p enden t city of
35,000 people completely surrounded
by wooded hills and farmlands. It's the
gate way to Lake Texoma, the sixth
biggest man-made lake in the world .
Sherman offers sophisticated mall
shopping, fin e co ll eges a nd p lenty of
cu ltural attractions. With eve n more
of everyt hing avail able a short drive
away in Dallas. There's no state in come tax. There's good weather year
round. And you h ave the t im e and
facilities to enjoy it.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
March 1-2
If unable to interview at this time,
send your resume in confidence to:
Staffing Manager/P. O. Box 84/
Sherman, TX 75090.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
I NCOR PORATED

An equal opportunity employer M / F
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Anheuser·Busch Gifts • p o. Box 24297 • Houston. Texas 77029
I want to buy a Budweiser Ski Sweater.

YO

Enclosed is $30.00 (check or mone y order) for ea ch Bud ® Ski Sweater
indicated below .
Mock turtle neck on ly st yle available.
(Texa s and Florida residents add applicable sa les ta x.)

S (36-38)

0 M (40-42) 0 L (44) 0 XL (46) 0

NAME ______________________________________
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___

ADDRESS ________________________________________
CITY / STATE
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Engineering & Computer Science Majors

I sgJ,.1) A

DON'T MISS TALKING
TO THE HUGHES
RECRUITER VISITING
YOUR CAMPUS SOON.

JIIGHLY-APPICljVE
PRU6 WITH ff"'QWN

HIIIlMFUr. SIPS~EFfu.rS
To TE.ENAGER:i!

Contact your placement office
for interview dates.

r------- -----------,
1, __________________
HUGHES!J ,
~

Ow""". ,..

rIIOIfd with electtonics

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNIn' EMPlOYER M/F

PIONEER

Groundwaves'
I would like to address Steve
Tillman this week regarding his
letter in last week's "Miner."
I agree that UMR deserves
more and better concerts. What
we don't deserve are the same
bands year after year. JeanLuc Ponty was a step toward
change and I did not hear of
anyone who was forced to
. attend. I'm not being forced to
attend the st. Pat's Concert
with the Dirt Band and I'm not
going to as a show of my disgust
with the choice of a band that
was just here a year ago. U is
true that Kansas, REO, and the
others you mentioned appeared
here a few years back, but how
can you use these as samples of
big name bands who have
appeared in Rolla? When they
played at UMR they were still
trying to get off the ground.
Surely you aren't so naive that
you think that Kansas, after 5
platinum records, is paid no

more than when they first
started? Don't give up your
quest to get more concerts to
UMR, but don't knock an effort
to get different bands and don't
try to impress me with the fact
a band played here before
anyone ever heard of them.
on
"DerangedTonight
Sliver" the Official Ward Sliver
will feature' an album entitled
"L" from Lol Creme and Kevin
Godley. At 10:30 PM KMNR's
Kamedy Kovelkade will feature
the comedy of the Firesign
Theatre and offspring thereof.
Tomorrow at 12:30 PM "Smllln'
at the Weekend" will feature "A
La Carte", the latest release
from Triumviral. Sunday on
"Blues for Rolla" at 8 PM "Live
on the Queen Mary" by
Professor Longhair will be
featured. Then at midnight ·on
"Changes" an album from
Dave Brubeck called "Take
Five" will be played. John Bare

will play Jim Gold's album
"Hometown Hero" at 4 PM and
the Rolling Bozo Revue will
present "Turnstiles" .from Billy
Joel at Midnight. 2-sheds will
bring at least one hour of "U's A
Beautiful Day" your way on
Tuesday night at 11. And on
Wednesday -Uncle Dave will
feature "Lady's Fancy" by Dan
Craig at 4 PM followed at
midnight by sides 6 through 10
of "Savoy Sessions" by Charlie
Parker. There will be album
features at 9 AM every morning
Including "Breathless" by
Camel on Wednesday.
Watch out for buses In
potholes.
J .R.

ATTENTION CO.LLEGE
SENIORS

We have executive p0sitions available in more
than 40 career fields.
Qualify and you can find
yourself filling one of these
as on Air Force officer. Plus.
the Air Force offers you on
excellent salary and workIng conditions . .. training
. . .30 days of poid vocation a year ... and many
opportunities for advancement and graduate education.
Call now. Find out if you
can fill one of these positions of repsonsibilify.
SSgt. David Carlock
102 West 10th
Rolla . MO 65401
(314 ) 364 ·4367

DC-Servo Direct-Drive Turntable w"ith AutarReturn
Convenience and Quick Start Operation. Purc~ase This
Turntable For $199.00 and Get A $65 .00 ADSICartridge
FREE! I
/

<®he.~~Go
(~0<:md
ahead and ask us
J. -(

Hwy. 72 at Pete Ave. •
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Rolla, Mo. •

364-7715

,
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UNIVERSITY CENft-RINFORMATION DESK

Novelties That Serve A Purpose
MAGNETIC

CLIPS-Attach to steel
memos, etc. together

:
:

surface. - Clip

STEEL TAPE MEASURE-6 Ft .
MONEY CLIP-With knife blade and nail file.
KEY RING-With chain and belt clip.
SCOTCH TAPE- With refillable dispenser .

,

:
:
:

,
,
,

COASTERS- 6 per pock

THERMO STEINS- Matching 8 oz. and 16 oz . with Joe
Miner logo
'~.
CIGARETTE LIGHTERS- Both Bic and stainless steel "
refillable fluid .
:

,

,

:
:

~

SAL T & PEPPER SHAKERS- Gloss and ceramic
All items contain UMR logo or seal imprint

UNIVERSITY CENTER EAST
Phone 341-4296
,---------

:-~._---

:
:
...;

.....
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industry that's tackling the nation's greatest challenge needs superior engineering graduates.
'
We can put your skills to work NOW. Kansas City Power & Light has choice career openings that place you
now where your classmates will be in five years: at high levels of authority and responsibility with earnings and
benefits to match.

Kansas City Power & Light Company is a billion-dollar utility and energy supplier to over a million people in a
major commercial and industrial center encompassing 23 counties in two states.
Because of growing energy demand, expansion, and promotions, we need engineers with leadership capabilities
to take over in these key areas:
'

I

J

Electrical

Engineers
Fossil Plant Construction and
Engineering responsibilities inmlve
power plant design re\'iew and modification. managing construction projects,
work scheduling (critical path), cost
controlling. procuring plant equipment.
o,'erseeing contractor performance, cost
and budget estimating,
System Planning Department
requires performing and analyzing
power systems, identifying potential
problems, de\'eloping altemati\'e plans
ensuring both short· and long. term
objectives of reliability and economy.
Familiarity with Fortran programming
is preferred for de\'eloping and modifying
computer models in econometric and
reliahility studies.
Rates and Regulations Department
needs sharp engineers to carry out
analyses of Cost of Sen'ice. Fair Value,
Load Research and Rate Design studies.
and to prepare budget forecasts, Also
will im'oh'e preparation and participation in regulatory cases, exhihits and
legal presentations, A requirement
here is u creative ability in economic
e\'aluation ns well as engineering skills,

........ . . ~ ... ' ......

... . ..

r" ". ..

A:

Masters of
Business
Administration
Rates and Regulntions Department
requires economics or financial oriented
MBA's with baccalaureate in Electrical.
Mechanical or Industrial Engineering
to conduct econometric research in
areas of Cost of Sen' ice. Fair Value,
Load Research, Rate Design and'
related financial analyses. Proficiency
in Fortran programming is preferable, as
well as ability in denling effectively with
both management and corporate needs.
Corporate Planning and Finance
Departments, call for un MBA with nn
economic or fiounce emphasis and a
degree in Electrical, Mechanical or
Industrial Engineering, Familiarity with
Fortran programming will be helpful
in econometric modelling, expenditure
forecnsting, system reliability unalyses,
projection of optimum power unit
requirements, and efficiency studies.
This also will im'olve testimony and
exhibit preparation and presentation
hefore regulatory agencies,

..

Mechanical
Engineers

Fossil Plant Construction and
Engineering will invoke power plant
design review and modification,
managing construction projects, work
scheduling (critical path), cost control·
ling, procuring plant equipment,
overseeing contractor performance
<.lccoriling to specification, cost Ilnd
budget estimation.
Power Plant Maintenance means
troubleshooting, KCPL is primarily
a coal.fired system. and burning
coal means high maintenance levels.
Engineers must analyze equipment
failures, recommend design changes.
effect design modifications, streamline
operational and maintenance procedures
and supen'ise installation of new plant
equipment. This also invoh'es Air
Quality Control- an area where KCPL
is a recognized pioneer.

)
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Christopher Jewelers
805 Pine Rolla, Mo.

364-2264

lENO'S MOTEL
STEAK HOUSE
HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK
Box 70

Phone 364·l301

Rolla, Mo.

MelrllO Spring Dr.

POSITION OPEN FOR
COMPUTER SCIENCE STUDENT
1't!e unveiled "A.K.A. and the Funk Bees," winners of tile most unusua' act contest In the
~llIer Gong Sholl'! 'ast week, proudly dlsp'ay their trophy and $26.39 check. From 'eft to
right are Ed Austin, Rusty Adams, and Jerry Sullentrop. Say - those guys aren't for real
are they?
'
( Photo by Murphy)

The Chemist's Psalm
SHOTOKAN
KARATE

By REBBECA L. WEBB

01 Rolla

The stock boy is my keeper, I shall not want.

364·7428

. Department of Auxiliary Services (University
Center) has an opening for a computer science
student to work w ith the data pr ocessing for
housing/student information. Requires
knowledge of PL 1. Prefer sophomore or iun ior
who is w illing to learn in a working en,(ironment
while gaining valuable work experience. Also
desirable to have someone who can be available
through summer months.
Applications will be accepted during the month
of February in the Director's Office, Room 114 ,
University Center West .

He maketh me stand in the emergency shower, he
leadeth me to the distilled waters.
He restoreth my graduated cylinder, he showeth
me down the paths of chemistry for my grades'
sake.

The Last Great American Hot Dog Stand

Yea, though I walk through the hallways in the
shadow of the department chairman, I will fear no
accident, for .thou art with me ; thy stirring rod and
thy safety glasses, they comfort me.
Thou preparest a lab bench for me, in the presence
of mine instructor.
Thou anointeth my hand with AgN03, my beaker
falleth over.
Surely clumsiness and acid burns shall follow me
all the days of my education, and I will work in the
Lab of the Rolla Campus for~ver.

Across from Rolla State Bank

209 W. 8th 51.

Mime
By Linda Marie
Dan Kamin presented his
audience with traditional mime
al1d something more. That
something more was the dazzel
of his eyes, the swirl of his hat
and a styie that was truly his
own.
.What makes Kamin so unique
is his use of the spoken
language in a traditional silent
field. He uses talk "as a means
of explaining what and how
mime differs from real life. "
He explained further that in
mime, "one person can be
anybody." He elaborated with a
restaurant scene in which he
did eleven different people.
He also did various skits such
as "The Sermon," "The Mask
Shop", and then went into
something else which he had
introduced into the world of
mime, that being to do
whatever
the
audience
requested.
This evolved into things as
different as a violin. a flute, a
Karate expert. novice skydiver.
ice skater. and a fast ·guy with
a not-so-fast girl.
His performance could be
classified nothing less than
excellent, as the standing
ovation be received would
indicate.

High Flying .
Opportunity.
At General Dynamics in Fort Worth, we have long-term
programs that offer a challenge to the engineering
professional. If you are looking for an opportunity to wor1<
on such projects as the F-'16 Multiiole Fighter or
advanced aircraft and electronic programs, then
General Dynamics is looking for you.
We will be on your campus interviewing March 7
& 8. Sign up now for an appointment at your
placement office.
GENERAL DYNAMICS

Phone 364-5077
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EDitorial

Comment

DD_'''''''' you to try our new

Chef Salad

Reorganization:
Students Deadend
wen, tIlII week I dedcIed &lit.
U I eouJdn't lee tbe CbuceIIor
aDd Intemew b1m u EdItor 01

the paper, perbaps I could see
blm u • stucleDt aDd voice my
complaint
about
bII
reorganizatlOD 'peI'IOnaUy.
So, I decided to see blm
during bls open bours from 8-9
In the morning and 4-5 In tbe
evening. Tbe first thing I
noticed Is that bls open bour for
students, at least as far as the
morning one goes, Isn't quite
that open. I entered bls office
8:20 and be was on bls way to a
meeting.
His
secretary
dutifully
reminded me that if I wlsbed to
see the Cbancellor regarding
questions for the paper, I was to
make an appointment with
Dudley Cress, Director of
University Relations first. OK,
I'd tried that route before with
no success. I told ber I was bere
on a personal matter, Sbe didn't
quite believe me. Sbe went back
to ask tbe Chancellor about It
and I finally gained admittance.
Realizing that the man was In
a hurry, I asked him some short
questions. "Wbat can we as
students do to try and mate the
Dean of Student Affairs Office
separate and oull from
underneatb the ProvoSt's Office
( as Is planned for In your
reorganization)? "
Tbe response was basiC,
"Nothing."
Moving rtght along, I asked
blm "Wby?"
"Because that's the way I've
set It up in my reorganization. ,.
"Wby did you set It up this
way, without the students
baving their own separate.
office, Instead of being under
the Provost?"
"Well, that's the way the
University of Missouri system
is set up' there are four
chancellors under President
Olsen, and in that organization
tbere are no students' offices. I
modeled it after the University
of Missouri school system."

Student Affairs would work
close with the Cbancellor
anyway- but I'd like to see that
relatlonsblp reflected In tbe
reorganization by not mating
the provost the official student

Input to the Cbancellor. It only
seems fitting that the Dean of
Student Affairs sbouldbe our
official voice.
But, then again, we're only
students ...

Also Try Our

SOUp & Salad Bar
And
Our Dinner Salad
"Your pizza, pasta, sandwich & salad place"

l

---~-----rou~~-----------

~ $1.00

PIZZA BUCK

OFF any 13" or 16" pizza.

Il ____________
Not Valid Thurs., Feb. 22,
1979. Expires Feb. 28, 1979 I
COUPON _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .J

~

U

~

N

U

\I
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In taking a look at what the
Chancellor said, it is indeed
true that there is no student
representation directly
to
President Olsen· but then again,
student matters are supposed to
be taken care by the individual
universities. Anything affecting
all students in the UM system is
to be dealt witb at the individual
university levels. Therefore,
this is the reason that no student
representation exists at that
level. All I'm pointing out Is that
I think that the students sbould
have direct input to the
Chancellor here at this
university, instead of being
shuffled with everything else
under the Provost.
It's been drawn to my
attention tbat tbe Dean of

I~
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Miners Battle MIAA'S Best
I

f

8
I
:.J

By CHRIS WILSON
The Miners returned to
conference action last week, by
battling the MIAA's top two
teams.
Monday
evening,
U.M.R. was in Jefferson City, to
take on the Lincoln Blue Tigers,
before returning home for their'
Saturday night contest with
Northeast
Missouri
State.
Unfortunately for U.M.R., both
squads played true to their
championship form, and the
Miners were saddled with
another pair of conference
setbacks.
Dismal
shooting
and
numerous turnovers paved the
way for the Miners' seventh
conference defeat, an 85-64
shellacking at the hands of the
upstart Lincoln Blue Tigers.
U.M.R. could hit no more than
40 percent of their shots from
the field, while every man that

played committed at least one performance against a much
of the team's 21 turnovers. Jeff more experienced Northeast
Kipp and 'Derek Nesbitt Missluri State squad.
accounted for half of U.M.R.'s
After the first 20 minutes, the
pOints, scoring 18 and 14 points game looked like a blowout. The
respectively.
Miners played well in the first
In contrast, the Blue Tigers half, hitting 52 percent of their
responded with 49 percent field field goals, and 10 of 12 from the
goal accuracy, and had only 7 charity stripe. However, It
miscues. Lincoln got a balanced wasn't quite enough, as the
scoring attack from a starting Bulldogs played extremely
five that features four freshman well. While shooting 61 percent
and a sophomore. Freshman from the floor, and sinking all
Antoine Collins paced Lincoln nine free throw tries, Northeast
with 22 pOints, followed by 16 fashioned a 55-40 halftime
more from sophomore Robert bulge.
Three
strings
of
Woodland.
John
Wiley unanswered points were the
controlled
the
middle, keys for the 'Dogs. An eight
capturing a game high 16, point run produced a 16-8
rebounds. Wiley also added 14 margin with 15:05 left, and a 6
points, as did back court man point string moved the gap to 11
Darrell Thomas.
at 35-24 with 8:~ remaining In
Saturday was a little different tbe half. A second 8 point string
story for the Miners, as they then gave Northeast their
turned
in a
very fine biggest lead of the game, a 17-

point, 51-34 advantage.
The second half was all
U.M.R. On the strength of 64
percent field goal shooting; the
Miners produced an intense
rally that fell just short. U.M.R.
used the first 11 minutes of the
second half to move within
striking distance, traillng 73-68,
with 8:43 still left on the clock.
However, the time moved under
six minutes before U.M.R. was
able to cut any further into the
lead. Derek Nesbitt converted a
3-polnt play at the 5:54 mark,
making the score 77-73. Four
points through, was the closest
the Miners could come to
pulling it out. As time began to
run out, U.M.R. was forced to
foul to get the ball, and
Northeast was equal to the task .
The Bulldogs hit an uncanny 25
of 26 free throws, Including 10
straight within the final four

minutes. Eight of these 10 free
throws came from Terry
Bussard, who led Northeast
with 24 points. Derek Desbitt
paced the Miners again, scoring
28 points and haullng down 7
rebounds. Dennis DeBondt,
Rick Fuermann, and Calvin
Horbn balance the scoring,
hitting 14,13, and 12 points
respectively. The lo-polnt, 91-81
defeat was not truly indicative
of how strongly the team
actually looked.
U.M.R. closes out the season
this week. We hope to see you
Saturday night at 7: 30, as the
Miners finish their home
schedule by hosting the Central
Missouri Sta te Mules, in the
Multi-Purpose building. The
to
Miners
then
travel
Springfield Monday, to end the
season against the Southwest
Missouri State Bears ..

Swimmers Split
Over Weekend
By GERRY SCIlNITZLER

Adams, and Lampert. The
Miners did swim well against
On Friday, February 16tb, tbe tbe tough competulon In
UMR swim team went to Oklahoma.
Springfield to face Soutbern
And now for the question all
Missouri State University and
loUisiana State University. The UMR swim team fans have
Miners and SMS are botb In tbe been asking: When are the
Conference
MIAA
conference
while MIAA
loUisiana State Is not. The Championships going to be held
Miner swimmers outscored and where? The answer is
SMS 68 to 44. For tbe Miners, March 1st, 2nd, and 3rd at
Elcks made a Ilfetlme best time Klrksvllle. Competition wlll
of 11:08.12 In 1000 yard free. feature tbe Mighty Miners,
Missouri
State
Mattbews In tbe 200 yard free Central
made a season best time of University, Southwest Missouri
State University, Northeast
1:54.52.
Missouri State, and Southeast
On Saturday, February 17th, issouri State. The main battle
the UMR swimmers faced for the championship should
Oklahoma State University at prove to feature the UMR
Stillwater,
Oklahoma. Miners and the swimmers from
Oklahoma State Is not in the Southeast
Missouri
State
same conference as our Miners Unnlversity.
and prove to be very tough
With
the
competition
competition when the Miners
swim against them. The final centured mainly between the
score was Oklahoma State 76, Miners and Southeast, the three
the University of Missouri- day championships can almost
Rolla 34. Highlights of good be summed up in match ups
UMR
performances
are: between UMR and and SEMO.
Matthews in the 1000 yard The matchups on day 1 of the
freestyle, 11 :01.22; Adams in competition are : 500 free: SE.
the 50 yard freestyle, 23:418; Nelson, either or Arboe, Mc
UMR,
Stricker,
Ray Gill in the 1 meter diving, Ginnis;
383.85;
Dickinson with a Matthews; 200 1M : SE, Arobe
lifetime best of 5:01.740 in the or Mc Ginnls; UMR, Ewers,
400 yard individul medley; Lampert, Erickson, Tlce; 50
Erickson in the 200 yard free: SW, Stanton; UMR,
backstroke, 2:00.831, which also Dancer, Smith, Adams.
makes the . Natioinal Cut;
On day 2 the matchups and
Lampert in the 200 yard events are : 440 1M: SE, Mc
breaststroke, 2:25.285; Dolan in Ginnis;
UMR,
Ewers,
the 3 Meter Diving, 321.90; and Stricker; 200 Free:
SE,
in the 400 yard Medley Relay all Nelson ; UMR, Smith, Tice,
of the following had good times: Matthews;
100 fly:
SE,
Erickson,
Dancer,
Olson, Kincheloe. Skal!l!s:
UMR,

-=-=-===-====='--
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Kinsella, Adams, Humphrey;
100 Backstroke: SE, Arboe;
100
VMR,
Erickson;
Breaststroke: SE, Hagen, Haw;
UMR, Heinicke, Dancer; 1
meter
diving:
Central,
Pursifull, Horine; UMR, Gill,
Dolan; the 800 free relay: tbe
SE relay team versus UMR.
On day 3 of the cbamplonship
the matchups are as follows:
1650 free; SE, Nelson, Poe;
UMR
Stricker,
Mattbews,
Ordelbelde,
Eicks;
100
freestyle: SW, Stanton, NE,
Hohnson, UMR, Dancer ,
Smith, Tice, Adams; 200
Backstroke : SE, Arboe; UMR,
Erickson; 200 breaststroke: SE,
Haw, Hagen; UMR, Heinicke,
Ewers; 200 Butterfly: SE,
Kincheloe,
Mc
Ginnis,
UMR,
Joe
Armstrong;
Kinsella; 3 meter diving:
Central, Pursifull and Horine,
UMR, Dolan and Gill. The 400
Freestyle Relay will feature
UMR, SEMO and Southwest
Missouri State.
These matchups show the
strength of SEMO and UMR in
the MIAA. Further indications
of the Miners' strength Iles In
the fact that they have won the
MIAA
Conference
Championship in 1947, 1948, and
1974 through 1978. The Miners
will be swimn::ing for their sixth
straight MIAA championship at
Kirksville on March 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd.

M-Club
A thlete of the Week
This week M-Club Is proud to
name Joe Kinsella of the Miners
Wrestling Team as athlete of
the week. The wrestlers
traveled to Maryvllle this week
for the MIAA championship
meet where Joe brought back
the title, " MIAA Heavyweight
Champ" for the first time since

1973. Joe also won the trophy for
the most pins in the least time.
Joe's record now stands at 15-3
as he and Larry Wetzel prepare
to gto Brooking, S.D., to
compete In the nationals.
Other nominees were Richard
Erickson of the swim team and
Rich Lux of the track team .

Rolla Craft-Hobby
1009 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-5581

t

• DELICIOUS
• MEXICAN
•
FOOD
••••••••••
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Wilkerson Argues Against Title IX
Campus Digest News Service
It was about noon on a Sunday

morning
and
KMOX
sportscaster Bill Wilkerson was
on a tirade against the Title IX
application to college sports.
Wilkerson made tbe same
arguments that major college
athletic directors are making:
"equality in women 's sports Is
fine, but there is no money for
It."
If the Feds want equality in
women's sports, they can pay
for it, he argued. Very little
money Is generated from
women's athletics at most
schools.
Tbe arguments against the
Title IX ruling bave become

more Intense since universities
have been recently ordered to
give women equal "per capita
spending" as men.
Until three years ago, most
women's athletics programs
were
little
more
than
intramural programs. Women
did not usually receive athletic
scholarships. They didn't have
fancy athletic dorms, they
usually did not get to eat at the
athletic training table.
Most
women's
athletic
facilities were poor and most
programs were undeveloped.
Women rode a bus on long trips
while the men flew.
There were, of course,
exceptional programs. Delta
State bad a fine basketball

program and Iowa State was
known for women's track, to
name two.
But until the original Title IX
ruling on college athletics,
women athletes were second
class citizens.
The Universities generally
have treated the Title Ix
athletic ruling like they treated
the
federal
handicapped
accessibility codes - make
many improvements without
fully living up to the wording of
the law, claiming economic
Incapability.
They asked the Feds for
money
for
handicapped
improvements, but they didn't
get any. Now they may ask the
Feds for women's athletic

money, and are not going to get
it.
Since the original Title IX
ruling, many , colleges have
made vast improvements in
tbeir women's athletics. But
even tbe most liberal colleges
are upset by the recent "per,
capita" ruling.
In most colleges, football is
the big money maker, the
program that carries the bulk of
the athletic budget. At otber
schools, basketball is the
dominant sport.
Most colleges have several
men's programs that are
money losers. At many scbools,
baseball, track, swimming and
wrestling don't make money.
They are carried along by

football or basketball.
Add on to that eight or nine
women's sports wbich lose
money, and most athletic
budgets are strained, if not
broken. Only a handful of
women's teams will be able to
make money or break even,
unless fan interest in women 's
atbletics increases rapidly.
Atbletic budgets at public
schools are forced to be seJfsupporting.
Clearly, the universities will
have to put state or student fee
money In women's athletics to
satisfy the federal government.
Big athletic donors aren't
going to like seeing their
money slpboned off to sports
they could care less about.

IN ENGINEERING, PROJECTS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS
And, at Sverdrup & Parcel and Associates, we've been involved in some very vocal projects.
Take the Space Shuttle launch complex, for example . Or the complete satellite community we're designing in Saudi
Arabia. Or the wind tunnel we designed for General Motors - the first full-scale facility of its kind. Or any of the
Sverdrup hospitals, plants, highways, bridges or tunnels.
Actually, we've done more than a little bit of everything. We've done a lot. For half a century, we've helped shape
society"s progress by providing creative leadership in planning, design, construction management and operations.
As part of the Sverdrup Corporation total service concept, we work closely with our sister companies - ARO in advanced technology, SPCM in construction management and SPIRE in real estate development.
If you're an engineering graduate who'd like to be a part of projects that speak for themselves, come join us. We're
always looking for talented Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, Structural, Geotechnical and Environmental Engineers.
Contact your placement office to find out when the Sverdrup & Parcel recruiters will be on your campus . Or, send
your resume to: Personnel Manager, Sverdrup & Parcel and Associates, Inc., 800 North 12th Boulevard, St.
Louis , Missouri 63101 .

Sverdrup
St. Louis , Mis8ouri/World Headquarters

An Equ a l O pportunit y Employ er MfF

..
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UMR Women Qualify For State
----------____
M_IAA
__ReI_Nle.....;,.;_ _ _
Tbe University of MissouriRolla women's basketball team
II among eight teams In
Missourt that have qualified to
participate in the MIAAW small
college state tournament to be
held Feb. 22-24 at Northeast
Missouri State University,
KlrksvillF· (MAIAW is the
Missouri
Association
of
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women.)
According to UMR Coacb
Annette Caruso, thll is the

second year In a row that UMR
has qualified to go to state. "If
we could win this tournament,"
she says, "we could go on to
reglonals and nationals. "
UMR Is second In the
Southwest District,
which
consists of Missouri Southern
(first place), Evangel College,
Southwest Baptist and UMR.
Rolla was second in district last
year also.
The UMR team will play its
first tournament game against
Missouri Western at 3 p.m.
Thursdav. Feb. 22.

The 13-4 season (4-2 In district
play), compares with last
season's record of 14-5, the first
winning year for the team.
Prior to the last two seasons,
the team never made the state
playoffs, and sported records
like the 6-14 In 1977. The UMR
wOlPen's basketball team has
been in existence only since 1974
when Coach Caruso came to
campus and started the effort.
Is
"This year's team
outstanding In many ways,"
says Coacb Caruso. "Tbe strong

6' 2" center, Kirk, is considered
by most coaches as the
strongest center in the college
bracket. Williamson, guard, Is
thougbt to be one of the best
ball-bandllng guards In the
state. She averages 8-10 points a
game.
"Baker, a fresbman, adds a
lot of strength as a forward. Sbe
enhances the performance of
Peacock, a strong rebounder.
"Generally, the team Is
strong on the boards. We bave
dominated the boards all season

and have bad enough bitting
strength on the outside to keep
them
'bonest,'
wblcb
leaves ;Kirk open on tbe
Inside. "
Caruso says that from mldseason on, the UMR team
started to pick up on the fast
break. "Tbat bas really
enhanced our offense as far as
versatility. Not only can we
shoot, we can run with the ball.
Tbe only team that runs as well
as we do Is Missourt Southern,
and they outrun,us."

Through rain, sleet, ice and snow, and even through a cancelled
Club still practices for the Mardi Gras Rugby Tournament to be played in Hammond, la.
The team plays the tournament this weekend, with a first round draw of Dartmouth.
~ Phot~ by_Seck)

...
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HOOK AUTO SUPPLY

Fans

Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equipment
Discount Prices To All
513 Hwy_ 63 S•
364·5252

I Bet

You
Didn't
. Know

Brought to you by
Jim Wood. C.L.U.
The longest basketball game in
'history , in either high school. col.l
liege or pro competition , was'
'played by 2 North Carolina high'
Ischools a few years ago when I
IMamers High defeated Angier!
IHig h in a game that wentl
lovertime periods !
Ithraugh- believe
. . . it or nat-

13

I
I1

"WHERE SERVICE AFTER THE SALE IS
THE RULE NOT THE EXCEPTION"
KEN CHYM I AK
HWY,

ea

SOUTH

TIM CHYMIAK

Dallas Kirk (33) goes high for the opening tip against
Northeast Missouri State on Feb. 13. The lady Miners
recently qualified themselves for the State Tournament in a victory over Southwest Baptist College on
Feb. 16, The tournament will be held in Kirksvl'lle Feb.

.i!!,.!O!LLA!.!M!O!.!8!1!I!.!O!'!!!!!~!~IS~'~.'~S~8~.'~I!I~OO~I!I!~b~2;2-~2;4~.~~~~~~n

IOid you know there was once ani

~wner of a

sports teom who fired

(his team but kept the coach! l
I Usually it works the other way . , ·
'But when Ned Doyle owned
IMiami of the American Basketball I
IAssociation , his team had a badl
hear in 1969· 70, so he got all newl
Iplayers for the next season , but!
Ikept his coach , Hal Blitman . 1
Fhut's probobly the only timel
"hat's happened in professional I
,sports history.
I

I

...

I

I Do you have any idea how many
Imiles a player runs during a I
,basketball gam e? It 's been
e stimated

tha t

the

o v erage I

I,regular in the National Basketball'
Associat ion run s abo ut 5 '/, miles I

~up

and dow n th e co urt in each I

Igame l

I

I

r

II bet you didn 't know that College I
Ilife does busine.. from coast to,
Icoast with college people like,
Iyourself , Find our why we're best I
lIar you ...
,

Intramurals

REY===::===-

SPORT

Here Is last week's Basketball
Intramural action :

shop

Men'.
DIv1810nI

I wish to introduce to ev e ryon e Tom
Green a nd Qu intin Wall is who, a s the
new owners o f Key Spo rts , will be doing
thei r best t o meet a ll yo ur sport s needs.
I tha nk you a ll for the marvelous support
you've given me over the years. It's
been a great time. Good luck to you al l.
Jim

Campus 65
SigNu51

TKE77
Sig Tau 32

TJHA 63
RHA60

GDI 49
TEC48

Sig Ep 53
Sig Pi 19

Sig Ep 48
Phi Kap 47
Div1810n U

KA64
AEPi20

Delta Tau 48
Triangle 32

Theta Xi30
AcaCia 19

Mates 43
Delta Sig 38

Women's
RHA 27
TJHA 40
Crescents 15
ZTA 0
ZTA 14
GDI 9

AWS 23
KD21
AWS29
Chi Omega 24

,
--.
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Solar Ecli

February...,

Brought to you . OnFebruary26,you'1l
eo
part
biV
experience,. probably for the first time,
l
J a Solar Echpse.
B
Unless you live in the Great
USCfi eereNorthwest, the eclipse you see will
B
be partial, obscuring all but a thin crescent of the sun.
R

As the moon slips silently between earth and sun,
everything darkens, and the sky turns a deep, rich
shade of blue.
Sound interesting? It will be. A
, solar blackout, even partial, is one of
nature's most spectacular events.
So pick up a skywatching com-panion and celebrate the day with the
mountains of refreshing Busch Beer, a
natural wonder all its own.
I MPORTANT:'Solar rays can be harmful to the eyes if viewed improperly. Call your local
planetarium for suggestions. And ask for the exact time of the eclipse as well.

Head for the mountains. BuscH.

-

